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ABSTRACT: An accurate prediction of land monsoon precipitation (LMP) is critical for the sustainable future of the

planet as it provides water resources for more than two-thirds of the global population. Here, we show that the ensemble

mean of 24 CMIP6 (phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) models projects that, under the Shared

Socioeconomic Pathway 2–4.5 (SSP2–4.5) scenario, summer LMP will very likely increase in South Asia (;4.1% 8C21),

likely increase in East Asia (;4.6% 8C21) and northern Africa (;2.9% 8C21), and likely decrease in North America

(;22.3% 8C21). The annual mean LMP in three Southern Hemisphere monsoon regions will likely remain unchanged due

to significantly decreased winter precipitation. Regional mean LMP changes are dominated by the change in upward

moisture transport with moderate contribution from evaporation and can be approximated by the changes of the product of

the midtropospheric ascent and 850-hPa specific humidity. Greenhouse gas (GHG)-induced thermodynamic effects in-

crease moisture content and stabilize the atmosphere, tending to offset each other. The spatially uniform increase of hu-

midity cannot explain markedly different regional LMP changes. Intermodel spread analysis demonstrates that the GHG-

induced circulation changes (dynamic effects) are primarily responsible for the regional differences. The GHGs induce a

warm land–cool ocean pattern that strengthens the Asian monsoon, and a warm North Atlantic and Sahara that enhances

the northernAfricanmonsoon, as well as an equatorial central Pacific warming that weakens theNorthAmericanmonsoon.

CMIP6 models generally capture realistic monsoon rainfall climatology, but commonly overproduce summer rainfall

variability. The models’ biases in projected regional SST and land–sea thermal contrast likely contribute to the models’

uncertainties in the projected monsoon rainfall changes.
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1. Introduction
The global monsoon is the dominant mode of annual variation

of the tropical–subtropical precipitation and circulation, and thus a

defining feature and a primary mode of variability of Earth’s cli-

mate (Wang and Ding 2008). However, monsoons vary consider-

ably from region to region, and each regional monsoon has unique

features due to its specific land–ocean and topographic configu-

ration, different remote forcings, and atmosphere–ocean–land in-

teraction processes. It is the regionalmonsoon (RM)manifestation

that directly affects people, and therefore understanding their

variability, predictability, and future change are of fundamental

societal and scientific importance.

Future changes of the regional monsoon projected by phase

5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)

models have been broadly explored. The South Asia (SA)

summer monsoon rainfall was consistently projected to in-

crease (Menon et al. 2013; Sharmila et al. 2015; Kitoh et al.

2013), and the precipitation sensitivity (percentage change

scaled to one degree Celsius of global warming) is about

5.0% 8C21 (Wang et al. 2014), although some models suggest

the rainy season would shorten (Sabeerali and Ajayamohan

2018). East Asian (EA) summer monsoon rainfall was projected

to increase by 6.4% 8C21 (Wang et al. 2014), while the duration of

the EA rainy season may be lengthened due to advanced onset

and delayed retreat (Kitoh et al. 2013; Moon and Ha 2017). The

projected entire Asian-Australian monsoon low-level circulation
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tends to weaken significantly (by ;2.3% 8C21) due to atmo-

spheric stabilization, but the EA subtropical monsoon circulation

increases by ;4.4% 8C21. In addition, the Asian monsoon do-

main over the land area is projected to expand by about 10%

(Wang et al. 2014). The projected northern African (NAF)

monsoon generally gets a wetter late season (except for the west

coast) and delayed cessation of the rains (Biasutti 2013; Roehrig

et al. 2013). For the North American (NAM) monsoon, climate

model projections suggest an early-to-late redistribution and un-

changed mean precipitation in the traditional NAM region (Cook

andSeager 2013), but a substantial reduction forCentralAmerican

precipitation (Colorado-Ruiz et al. 2018). Nevertheless, there is

low confidence in the NAM projections as large uncertainties are

involved (Bukovsky et al. 2015; Meyer and Jin 2017; Pascale

et al. 2017).

Southern Hemisphere (SH) monsoon changes are different

from those in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) due to the

hemispheric differential warming induced by the anthropo-

genic forcing and land–ocean configuration (Wang et al. 2014).

In the Australian–Indonesian monsoon region, most ‘‘good’’

CMIP5models project a 5%–20% increase inmonsoon rainfall

over the northern (north of 208S) Australian (AUS) region

during the latter part of the twenty-first century, while in-

creasing trends over the Maritime Continent have more un-

certainty (Jourdain et al. 2013), which seems to be consistent

with the moderate increase in the total Australian–Indonesian

monsoon precipitation by 2.6% 8C21 (Wang et al. 2014).

Models project that there are no significant changes in the

duration and average rainfall over the southern African (SAF)

region, although both the onset and retreat would be delayed

(Kitoh et al. 2013). The South American (SAM) precipitation

projected by CMIP5 shows little change in the total precipi-

tation, but a delay and shortening of the monsoon season (Seth

et al. 2013). However, Jones and Carvalho (2013) suggested

that most of the CMIP5 models project early onsets, late demises,

and lengthening duration of the SAM. The intermodel discrep-

ancies are large (Yin et al. 2013), and the bias-corrected projections

generally show a drier climate over eastern Amazonia (Duffy et al.

2015; Malhi et al. 2008).

Although the future RM changes have been widely ex-

plored, it is still of great difficulty to compare and synthesize

the results in regional monsoon projections provided by dif-

ferent authors because the results were often obtained using

different definitions of monsoon domains and different metrics

(variables and criteria) for evaluation and projection, which

depend on authors’ research interests and perspectives. Wang

et al. (2020b) have assessed and explored the future changes of

global monsoon by using 15models that participated in phase 6

of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6)

projects, under the Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2–4.5

(SSP2–4.5). The projected NH total land monsoon precipita-

tion (LMP) likely increases by about 2.8% per degree of global

warming (2.8% 8C21), which contrasts with the little change in

the SH (20.3% 8C21). While the specific humidity increase is

nearly uniform in all summer monsoon regions, the LMP

changes vary considerably from region to region. Thereby, the

following sequential questions arise: 1) What are the differ-

ences in the projected LMP changes among eight monsoon

regions? 2)What hydroclimate factors contribute to the regional

LMP changes? 3)How does theGHG forcing cause the regional

monsoon circulation and precipitation changes? These ques-

tions motivate the present study. In this study, we objectively

define regional monsoon rainfall domains using uniform criteria

and apply the same metrics to all regional monsoons to better

identify the differences in projected future changes among var-

ious monsoon regions. This approach facilitates investigation of

the models’ common biases and sources of uncertainties, and

helps to track the progress made across the CMIP series of ex-

periments in the past and future. We will particularly focus on

the LMP as it profoundly influences the regional water supply

and economic development.

The present study uses multiple ensemble members from 24

CMIP6 CGCMs (Eyring et al. 2016) to assess models’ perfor-

mance and common biases in simulating historical climate and

the potential future changes of LMP in the twenty-first century,

and to understand the underlying causes and sources of pro-

jection uncertainties. Section 2 describes observational data,

model simulations, and analysis methods. In section 3, we

evaluate historical simulations against the observation for the

period of 1979–2014. Section 4 presents the projected future

changes in regional monsoons. Section 5 discusses the critical

processes controlling future changes of the regional LMP and the

causes of the projected uncertainties. The last section presents a

summary.

2. Data and method

a. Observational datasets and CMIP6 models’ results

Observational datasets used include the monthly precipitation

data compiled by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project

(GPCP), v2.3 (Adler et al. 2003), the monthly mean sea surface

temperature (SST) data are obtained from theHadley Centre Sea

Ice and Sea SurfaceTemperature (HadISST) (Rayner et al. 2003),

and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST) version 5 (Huang et al.

2017). The circulation data are obtained from the ERA-Interim

reanalysis dataset (Dee et al. 2011). To reduce the uncertainty in

each SST dataset, we have made a ‘‘merged’’ monthly mean SST

dataset by simply taking their arithmetic means.

To evaluate models’ performance and to lay a baseline for as-

sessing future changes, the historical experiments (HIST) derived

from 24CMIP6CGCMswere used. Table 1 lists themodels’ basic

information. Since the CMIP6 models have more ensemble sim-

ulations for the historical run than the SSP2–4.5 run, we have used

the same number of ensemble members for the two experiments.

To assess future climate change, we analyzed the data for the

period of 2015–2100 derived from the climate projections under

SSP2–4.5 in the CMIP6 archive (O’Neill et al. 2016). The SSP2–

4.5 scenario is an updated version of the representative concen-

tration pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5) of CMIP5; it assumes a medium

level of greenhouse gas emission and that the radiative forcingwill

stabilize at about 4.5Wm22 in 2100. The land use and aerosol

pathways specified in RCP2–4.5 were combined with an inter-

mediate level of societal vulnerability (O’Neill et al. 2016).

For a fair comparison, all observed data and models’ output

were interpolated to the 2.58 latitude3 2.58 longitude grid. The
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historical runs covered the period from 1850 to 2014, and the

period 1979–2014 was analyzed to determine the present-day

climate in comparison with observations. The future change

here means the change of climatological mean projected for

the period 2065–2100 relative to that simulated for the period

1979–2014. The local summer means June–September (JJAS)

for the NH and December–March (DJFM) for the SH; local

winter means DJFM over for the NH and JJAS for the SH.

b. Definition of regional monsoon domain
Regional monsoon domains have been defined differently

by using diverse variables and criteria (e.g., Song et al. 2014;

Menon et al. 2013; Geil et al. 2013; Jones and Carvalho 2013),

making quantitative assessment and comparison of different

regions difficult. Here the monsoon domain is objectively de-

fined by uniform criteria proposed by Wang and Ding (2008).

Figure 1 shows the domains for eight regional monsoons. The

vast Asian monsoon was divided into three submonsoon sys-

tems, namely the SA, EA, and the western North Pacific

(WNP), which are separated roughly by 1058E (the eastern

edge of the Tibetan Plateau) and 22.58N between the tropical

WNP and subtropical EA monsoon (Wang et al. 2003). Note

that the SA monsoon covers not only India but also the adja-

cent land and ocean south of the Tibetan Plateau. Changes in

land monsoon often differ from the changes in oceanic mon-

soon (Fasullo 2012), and therefore our study mainly focuses on

the land monsoon (the green shading shown in Fig. 1) except

for theWNPmonsoon. The North American monsoon domain

TABLE 1. Description of CMIP6 models used in the present study.

Model acronym Institution Atmosphere resolution lat 3 lon Ensemble No.

ACCESS-ESM1–5 AustralianCommunity Climate and Earth

System Simulator (ACCESS)

145 3 192 3

BCC-CSM2-MR Beijing Climate Center, China

Meteorological Administration (BCC)

160 3 320 1

CanESM5 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling

and Analysis (CCCma)

64 3 128 3

CESM2 National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR)

192 3 288 3

CESM2-WACCM 192 3 288 3

CNRM-CM6–1 Centre National de Recherches

Meteorologiques/Centre Europeen de

Recherche et Formation Avancees en

Calcul Scientifique

(CNRMCERFACS)

128 3 256 3

CNRM-ESM2–1 128 3 256 3

EC-Earth3-Veg EC-Earth-Consortium 256 3 512 3

FGOALS-g3 Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) 80 3 180 1

FIO-ESM-2–0 First Institute of Oceanography, Ministry

of Natural Resources (FIO)

192 3 288 3

GFDL-CM4 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

(NOAA GFDL)

180 3 288 1

GFDL-ESM4 180 3 288 3

HadGEM3-GC31-LL Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC) 144 3 192 1

INM-CM5–0 Institute of Numerical Mathematics of the

Russian Academy of Sciences

120 3 180 1

IPSL-CM6A-LR Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) 143 3 144 3

KACE-1–0-G National Institute of Meteorological

Sciences/Korea Meteorological

Administration (NIMS-KMA)

144 3 192 3

MCM-UA-1–0 The University of Arizona (UA) 80 3 96 1

MIROC6 Atmosphere and Ocean Research

Institute (University of Tokyo),

National Institute for Environmental

Studies and Japan Agency for Marine-

Earth Science and

Technology (MIROC)

128 3 256 3

MIROC-ES2L 64 3 128 1

MPI-ESM1–2-HR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology

(MPI-M)

192 3 384 2

MRI-ESM2–0 Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) 160 3 320 1

NESM3 Nanjing University of Information

Science and Technology (NUIST)

96 3 192 2

NorESM2-MM Bjerknes Centre for Climate

Research (BCCR)

192 3 288 1

UKESM1–0-LL Natural Environment Research Council

and the Met Office Hadley Centre

144 3 192 3
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covers not only western Mexico and Arizona but also Central

America and Venezuela. The SAF monsoon has not been well

recognized in the literature. However, both the surface winds

reversal (Ramage 1971) and the rainfall contrast (Wang 1994)

between the solstice seasons indicate that the SAF is a strong

monsoon region.

c. Precipitation attribution analysis

To attribute the future precipitation changes, we start from

the vertically integrated moisture conservation equation in the

tropospheric p coordinates:

�
›q

›t

�
1 h= � (qV)i5E2P , (1)

where the angle brackets denote the column integration from

1000 to 100hPa, = is the gradient operator, q is the specific hu-

midity, ›/›t is the local rate of change,V is the 3Dwind vector, and

E and P are the surface evaporation and precipitation, respec-

tively. Here other small moisture source/sink terms are omitted.

For monthly or seasonal mean motion, the local rate of

change can be neglected. Using continuity equation and the

kinematic boundary conditions at the surface and 100 hPa by

assuming the vertical boundaries are material surfaces, one

can show that the column integrated moisture convergence

h= � (qV)i can be expressed as h= � (qV)i 5 hv(›q/›p)i 1
hVh � =qi; thus, Eq. (1) becomes

P5E2

�
v
›q

›p

�
2 hV

h
� =qi , (2)

where hv(›q/›p)i and hVh � =qi denote the column integrated

vertical and horizontal moisture advection, respectively.

Taking a two-layer approximation of the troposphere with

the interface at 500 hPa, and assuming the mean specific hu-

midity in the lower troposphere equals the specific humidity at

850 hPa (q850) and that upper tropospheric specific humidity is

negligibly small, we have the following approximations:

�
v
›q

›p

�
’
1

g
(v

500
q
850

) , (3)

hV
h
� =qi’ 1

g
(V

850
� =q

850
) . (4)

Equation (2) can then be simplified as

P’E2
1

g
(v

500
q
850

)2
1

g
(V

850
� =q

850
) . (5)

For analysis of the regional mean LMP, Eqs. (2) and (5) should

be taken an area average over the entire LMP domain.

In the moisture budget analysis, we will estimate contribu-

tions from the three right-hand terms of Eq. (2) at each re-

gional monsoon. As shown in section 5, the regional mean

horizontal moisture advection is often negligibly small, and

regional mean surface evaporation in most regional monsoons

is a relatively small compared to the regional mean vertical

moisture advection by upward motion at 500 hPa. In this case,

Eq. (5) could be further approximated by

P’2
1

g
(v

500
q
850

) . (6)

In section 5, the accuracy of this approximation is tested for

each monsoon region.

3. CMIP 6 models’ performance and common biases
Four variables have been considered important for evalua-

tion. The first two evaluate precipitation climatology, including

the summer mean precipitation and the monsoon intensity

defined by the ratio of local summer-minus-winter precipita-

tion to the annual total precipitation. The last two evaluate the

year-to-year variability of precipitation, including the standard

deviation of summer mean precipitation and the first empirical

orthogonal function (EOF1) mode of the monsoon-year pre-

cipitation. We use the pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) to

measure the ‘‘similarity’’ between two spatial patterns and the

FIG. 1. The monsoon precipitation domains defined by (a) the summer-minus-winter precipitation exceeding

300mm and (b) the summer precipitation exceeding 55% of the annual total precipitation, where summer means

May–September (MJJAS) for the NH and November–March (NDJFM) for the SH (Wang and Ding 2008). The

monsoon domains include eight regional monsoons: northern Africa (NAF), South Asia (SA), East Asia (EA),

western North Pacific (WNP), North America (NAM), southern Africa (SAF), Australia (AUS), and South

America (SAM). The SA, EA, and WNP monsoon regions are separated by 1058E and 22.58N (red lines). Green

and blue shadings indicate the land and oceanmonsoon region, respectively. Vectors denote the August mean 925-

hPa winds (m s21).
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normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE), which is the

RMSE normalized by the observed mean standard deviation,

to measure the mean biases and averaged spatial distribution

errors. It should bementioned that the overall performances of

the precipitation climatology shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are based

on multiple ensemble members, while a single run multimodel

ensemble (MME) is used for the overall assessment of the

year-to-year variability of precipitation shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

a. Precipitation climatology
As shown in Fig. 2, a multimodel ensemble with 24 members

(24MME) reproduces well the observed local summer mean

precipitation with the highest skill over the NAM (PCC 5 0.94

and NRMSE5 0.38) and the lowest skill over the WNP (PCC5
0.75, NRMSE 5 0.96). The common bias is the overproduced

summer rainfall in the WNP and three SH monsoon regions

where the bias normalized by the corresponding observed means

ranges from 1.2% (SAM) to 22% (WNP and SAF). Localized dry

biases are seen in India and northern EA. Over EA, the observed

rainfall shows southwest–northeast tilted contours, which reflect

the subtropical frontal zone rainfall, whereas the 24MME simu-

lates an erroneous zonal structure.

The monsoon intensity (MI) represents the degree of the

contrast between wet summer and dry winter (annual range) in

comparison with its annual mean precipitation. MI . 0.25

means the annual range exceeds 25%of the annualmean.Here

we consider MI . 0.25 as a threshold for a ‘‘monsoon flavor’’;

MI . 0.5 indicate a strong monsoon in terms of seasonal dis-

tribution of rainfall. In contrast, MI,20.25 is considered as a

Mediterranean regime where local winter has significantly

more rainfall than summer.

The 24MME simulates monsoon intensity very well (Fig. 3).

The PCCs in all regional monsoons range from 0.87 to 0.95 and

NRMSEs from 0.33 to 0.58. The monsoon intensity in four

FIG. 2. Comparison of observed and model-simulated local summer (JJAS in the NH and DJFM in the SH) mean precipitation cli-

matology (1979–2014; mmday21) over each regional monsoon derived from the GPCP and 24 models’ MME simulation. The PCC and

NRMSE are given at the top-right corners of the simulation panels.
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strong monsoon regions (SA, NAF, AUS, and SAF) is simu-

lated better than in four weak monsoon regions (EA, NAM,

SAM, and WNP) as indicated by the NRMSE.

b. Precipitation variability
Figure 4 shows the simulated standard deviation (SD) averaged

over the 24 models. A notable common bias is that the simu-

lated amplitude of the SD is higher than that derived from the

observation in all regional monsoons. The percentage bias

ranges from 11.5% (NAM) to 41.4% (SAF), and large biases

are also seen in SA (32.5%) and SAM (28.5%). The PCCs

normally range from 0.74 to 0.89, except for AUS (0.49). The

largest errors (NRMSE . 1) are over SA, WNP, AUS, and

SAF, where the variances over the ocean and adjacent regions

are considerably overestimated.

Figure 5 evaluates the simulated leading patterns of the in-

terannual variations of the monsoon-year precipitation and

their relationships with ENSO. The monsoon-year defined

from May to the next April (Yasunari 1991) not only reflects

the natural monsoon seasonal cycle in both hemispheres but

also coincides with a typical life cycle of an El Niño event from

onset to decay (Wang et al. 2012). The observed EOF1 modes

over most monsoon regions are significantly separated from

other EOF modes by the statistical significance test (North

et al. 1982) except in the NAF. The EOF1modes are simulated

reasonably realistically over most regions except over the NAF

and WNP regions. The amplitudes of EOF1 over the NAF are

substantially underestimated.

El Niño–SouthernOscillation (ENSO) drives global tropical

monsoon rainfall variability, but most regional summer mon-

soons have nonstationary relationships with ENSO (Webster

et al. 1999). Table 2 shows the relationships between ENSO

and the leading modes of regional monsoon variability. In

observation, the oceanic Niño index (ONI) is significant, at a

confidence level of 95%, correlated with the first principal

component (PC1) of each RM pattern except the EA. The

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the monsoon intensity, which is defined by the local annual range of precipitation normalized by the annual

mean precipitation. The annual range is defined by MJJAS minus NDJFM in the NH and NDJFM minus MJJAS in the SH.
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spatial patterns of the EOF1 of year-to-year variation are

generally realistic except for the NAF (Fig. 5). The relation-

ships between ENSO and regional monsoon EOF1 are cap-

tured reasonably well for most regional monsoons except for

the SA and perhaps NAF monsoons (Table 2). The simulated

RM–ENSO relationship is based on single runs of the best 10

models (B10MME; the next section will discuss how to select

the best models in detail) by considering that more models can

better eliminate individual models’ biases and better estimate

the uncertainty.

c. Overall evaluation

Figure 6 compares the PCC skills of the simulated clima-

tology and variability for individual models and 24MME. The

rainfall climatology is simulated significantly better than vari-

ability. The monsoon intensity is best simulated with PCCs

ranging primarily from ;0.6 to ;0.95, and the summer mean

precipitation also simulated well with most PCCs ranging from

0.5 to 0.9 except for theWNP (Fig. 6a). However, the simulated

PCCs for both the leading EOF pattern and the year-to-year

variance show the largest spreads from 0 to 0.9 (Fig. 6b).

Figure 7 summarizes PCC skills of the simulated climatology

and variability shown in Fig. 6. To quantitatively assess the

overall performance of eachmodel in each region, we defined a

combined PCC skill score, which is the arithmetic mean of the

four metrics of PCC scores with equal weights. Figure 7a shows

the skill dependence on regions. The SA, EA, NAM, SAF, and

SAMmonsoons are well simulated with the 24MME averaged

PPC scores ranging from 0.83 to 0.89, while the AUS, NAF,

and WNP monsoons are simulated relatively poorly with the

24MME averaged PPC scores about 0.75. The low skills in

simulated AUS, NAF, and WNP are mainly due to the large

errors in the interannual variance and the leading EOF modes

(Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 7b compares the combined simulation PCC skills

among different models. The eight-region averaged PCC skills

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the standard deviation of local summermean precipitation (mmday21). The SDof 24MME is the average of the

standard deviation obtained from the 24 individual models.
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vary considerably by model, ranging from;0.55 to;0.77 with

the 24MME skill5 0.83. Note that the 24MMEnot only has the

highest averaged score, but also shows the smallest differences

among different regional monsoons (from 0.75 to 0.89).

There are 10 models having an averaged combined PCC

score higher than 0.7 (B10MME, including CESM2, CESM2-

WACCM, EC-Earth3-Veg, FIO-ESM-2–0, GFDL-CM4, GFDL-

ESM4, HadGEM3-GC31-LL, MIROC6, NorESM2-MM, and

UKESM1–0-LL). Meanwhile, we also select the best five models

(B5MME, including CESM2, CESM2-WACCM, MIROC6,

NorESM2-MM, and UKESM1–0-LL). Results shown in Fig. 7

suggest that the 24MME, B5MME, and B10MME have almost

the same simulation skills. The 24MME is slightly better than

B5MME and B10MME, but the small differences between

them are unlikely statistically significant. We will, therefore,

examine the ensemble simulation and projection provided by

multiple ensemblemembers of the 24models (24MME) except for

the determination of the year-to-year variability of precipitation,

which has to use a single run because the multiple-member

ensemble mean would artificially reduce the internal vari-

ability. In addition, results shown later (see Figs. 11–15) are

based on the single-run 24MME as there are few discrep-

ancies between the multiple members of 24MME and the

single-run 24MME (Fig. 7).

4. Projected future changes of regional monsoon

a. The mean and variability of the regional land monsoon
precipitation
Despite the fact that the changes are not uniform within a

regional monsoon domain, it is always worthwhile to first ex-

amine the integrated properties of the regional monsoons. To

this end, we computed the LMP change averaged over each

regional land monsoon domain during local summer, local

winter, and the whole year (Fig. 8). In Fig. 8, the confidence

level of the 24MME results follows the likelihood presented in

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for the EOF1 of the monsoon-year precipitation (mmday21). The 24 models’ ensemble mean result is the average

of the EOF1 modes obtained from the 24 individual models. The monsoon-year is defined from May to the next April.
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the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (Mastrandrea et al. 2010).

The box contains 66% of the data, which represents the range

of likely occurrence (66%–100%). The vertical dashed line

represents the range from 5% to 95%, which denotes a ‘‘very

likely’’ range (90%–100%). Over the NH, the projected sum-

mer mean LMP over SA very likely increases, and over EA,

NAF, and WNP likely increases, but the NAM LMP likely

decreases (Fig. 8a). The highest precipitation sensitivities

are seen in EA (4.6% 8C21) and SA (4.1% 8C21). These

sensitivities are lower than those projected by CMIP5

models (Lee and Wang 2014). Interestingly, in the NH re-

gional monsoons, the annual mean change is basically de-

termined by the local summer precipitation changes, and the

summer and winter precipitation changes are in the same

direction; however, in the SH the summer and winter changes

are in opposite directions, resulting in insignificant changes in

the annual mean precipitation (Fig. 8c). Notably, the EA winter

monsoon LMP is the only one that will very likely increase.

Of interest is that during winter, the projected LMP changes

over all SH regions (i.e., SAF, AUS, and SAM) will likely

decrease. As shown by Wang et al. (2020b), the weakening of

the winter SH monsoon is closely linked to the enhanced NH

summer monsoon, which drives descent over the SH mon-

soon regions through Hadley circulation. It should be noted

that the uncertainties of the local winter precipitation

changes are more substantial than those of the local summer

rainfall changes over each RM (note the different scales be-

tween Figs. 8a and 8b). The projected uncertainties measured

by intermodel spreads are the largest over theAUS and NAF.

In addition, the summer NAM and winter SAM also show

large spreads.

Figure 9 shows the changes in the rainfall standard devia-

tion. Comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 indicates that the changes of

SD seem to be in the same direction as the changes in the

corresponding mean LMP except in the NAM, but the SD

changes are less significant due to large intermodel spreads.

The projected SD likely increases over SAF and SAM during

local summer, and over WNP during winter. The annual mean

precipitation variability likely increases only over SA and

SAM, although most regions show an increase.

b. The leading mode of interannual variability and

RM–ENSO relationship
It has been projected that, under anthropogenic forcing,

global monsoon rainfall variability is projected to intensify,

and the relationships between monsoon and El Niño
strengthen (Hsu et al. 2013). The spatial structures of the

leading mode of interannual variation of Asian–Australian

monsoon precipitation will not change appreciably (Wang

et al. 2014), but the ENSO–AAM relationship will become

stronger (Jourdain et al. 2013). However, the connection be-

tween the Indianmonsoon rainfall and Niño-3 SST is projected

to decrease, particularly after 2050 (Ashrit et al. 2005). More

frequent occurrences of extreme ENSO events (Wang et al.

2019) could enhance the extreme monsoon rainfall in the fu-

ture (Cai et al. 2014).

The spatial patterns of the leading modes of the monsoon-

year precipitation during 2065–2100 derived from the SSP2–4.5

are very similar to those during 1979–2014 in the historical run

with PCCs normally exceeding 0.90 except over NAF (PCC 5
0.73) (Fig. 10). The projected variances are also similar, except

for a moderate increase in SAM. In a recent analysis of the

CMIP6 results, the projected correlation between the prin-

cipal component of global monsoon precipitation and si-

multaneous Niño 3.4 SST anomaly during a monsoon-year is

enhanced in the SSP2–4.5 (r520.83) compared to the HIST

run (r520.65) (Wang et al. 2020b), which is consistent with

the CMIP5 assessment (Hsu et al. 2013). On the regional

scale, however, the projected ENSO–monsoon relation-

ship based on the B10MME will only be enhanced over SA

and perhaps SAF, but remains unchanged in other regions

(Table 2).

c. Changes in integrated measures of regional monsoon
circulations

Regional precipitation changes closely depend on the

atmospheric circulation change. First, we need to define

circulation indices for each regional monsoon. Yim et al.

(2014) suggested that the enhanced regional monsoon pre-

cipitation is commonly characterized by a low-level cyclonic

circulation; therefore, the circulation intensity indices over

most monsoon regions are defined by the meridional shear

vorticity of the 850-hPa zonal winds (U850). However, in-

dices proposed by Yim et al. (2014) reflect the total pre-

cipitation averaged over each region, including both land

and ocean. Here we concern with the LMP only, so we re-

examined the simultaneous correlation coefficient map of

the observed monthly mean U850 with the averaged LMP

during local summer over each region (figure not shown)

and redefined the regional monsoon circulation indices that

reflect the corresponding LMP variability. Table 3 lists

definitions of the circulation indices for each RM. The cir-

culation indices are defined by the meridional shear of 850-

hPa zonal winds except over EA, NAF, and SAF. The NAF

monsoon circulation index is defined by the westerly mon-

soon strength: U850 averaged over 08–158N, 308–308W. The

TABLE 2. Simultaneous correlation coefficient (CC) during a

monsoon year (May–April) between the PC1 and the ONI in the

observation, historical run, and SSP2–4.5 run derived from the 10

best CMIP6 models (CESM2, CESM2-WACCM, EC-Earth3-Veg,

FIO-ESM-2–0, GFDL-CM4, GFDL-ESM4, HadGEM3-GC31-

LL, MIROC6, NorESM2-MM, UKESM1–0-LL). The ONI is the

SST anomalies averaged over the Niño 3.4 region (58S–58N, 1208–
1708W). Two asterisks (**) represent significance at the 95%

confidence level.

CC Observation Historical SSP2–4.5

NAF 20.34 ** 20.12 20.17

SA 20.66 ** 20.16 20.60 **

EA 20.26 20.23 20.24

WNP 20.90 ** 20.79 ** 20.81 **

NAM 20.87 ** 20.78 ** 20.75 **

SAF 20.57 ** 20.40 ** 20.62 **

AUS 20.84 ** 20.78 ** 20.74 **

SAM 20.73 ** 20.66 ** 20.77 **
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FIG. 6. Assessment of the simulation skills in the regional monsoon precipitation for 24 individual CGCMs, and the 24MME. The evaluations are

basedon thepattern correlation coefficient between the observation (GPCP) andCMIP6historical experiment over 1979–2014. (a)Climatology: area-

averaged summermean precipitation (abscissa) and regionalmonsoon intensity (ordinate). (b)Variability: the spatial structure of the first EOFmode

of the monsoon-year precipitation (abscissa) and the standard deviation of the summer mean precipitation (ordinate).
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EA summer monsoon circulation index is defined by the

850-hPa meridional winds (V850) averaged over 208–458N,

1108–1308E, as the subtropical EA monsoon is characterized

by an annual reversal of the meridional winds (Guo 1983) in

response to the thermal contrast between the Asian conti-

nent and western North Pacific. Given the high elevation of

South Africa, the SAF monsoon circulation index is defined

by the meridional shear of zonal winds at 700 hPa.

The transient responses of the land monsoon circulation

indices from 1979 to 2100 over each monsoon region are

shown in Fig. 11. The monsoon circulation indices exhibit

slightly increasing trends over SA and EA and slightly

decreasing trend over the WNP and SAM, but they are

not statistically significant as the intermodel spread mea-

sured by the one standard deviation is inclusive of zero.

However, the projected NAM, AUS, and SAF circulation

indices show significant decreases, and the NAF circula-

tion index shows a significant increase. Overall, the low-

level regional monsoon circulations would either decrease

or show no significant changes. It should be mentioned that

in CMIP5, the SA monsoon circulation shows a decreasing

trend, yet it is insignificant (Pachauri et al. 2014; Wang

et al. 2014).

d. Changes in spatial patterns of precipitation and
circulation

Until now, the monsoon rainfall and circulation changes

are examined in terms of the area-weighted mean. Figure 12

shows the patterns of the simulated present-day mean

(1979–2014) and the changes (2065–2100 relative to 1979–

2014) in the local summer precipitation and 850-hPa winds

over each monsoon region except the 700-hPa winds over

the SAF. The projected summer rainfall over the Asian

monsoon region (EA, SA,WNP) is characterized by a nearly

uniform increase in the future, which is consistent with

the enhanced Asian low and relatively high pressure over

the adjacent oceans. The monsoon circulation strengthens

over northern India, but it weakens over southern India,

indicating a northward shift of monsoon circulation, in

agreement with the result of Menon et al. (2013). Due to the

enhanced Saharan low and the westerlies to its south, a clear

consensus on the future wetting central-eastern northern

Africa is observed, but the western Sahel will see no change.

The latter seems to disagree with the apparent dry west-

ernmost Sahel projected in CMIP5 (Roehrig et al. 2013). The

FIG. 7. Overall assessment of the simulation skills for

(a) each regional monsoon and (b) each model and their

MMEs. The simulation score is obtained by the arithmetic

mean of the PCC scores for the four evaluation variables with

equal weight. In (a) the orange crosses represent 24 indi-

vidual models in multimember runs, and the red, green,

purple, and blue crosses denote multimember runs’ 24MME,

B5MME, B10MME, and the single-member run 24MME,

respectively. In (b) for the multimember runs’ 24MME,

B5MME, B10MME, and the single-member run 24MME, the

orange crosses represent each region and the blue crosses

represent the average score for the eight regions.

FIG. 8. Projected regional land monsoon precipitation sen-

sitivity under the SSP2–4.5, i.e., the percentage change (2065–

2100 relative to 1979–2014) per 18C global warming(% 8C21)

derived from 24 CMIP6 models for (a) local summer, (b) local

winter, and (c) annual mean land monsoon precipitation at

each regional monsoon. Local summer means JJAS in NH and

DJFM for SH, and local winter is the opposite. The upper

(lower) edge of the box represents the 83rd (17th) percentile,

so the box contains 66% of the model projection data and

represents the ‘‘likely’’ range. The horizontal line within the

box is the median. The red circle is the mean. The vertical

dashed line segments represent the ‘‘very likely’’ range from

5% to 95%.
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projected precipitation decreases over NAM are consistent with

the anticyclonic anomalies over southern America and Mexico,

which transport water vapor to the equatorial eastern Pacific but

dry Central America. The result is in good agreement with the

reduced NAM rainfall (Fig. 8a) and the associated circulation

index (Fig. 11d). TheAUSmonsoon regionwill be controlled by

an anomalous anticyclonic circulation, so the circulation index

has a declining trend (Fig. 11e). The enhanced rainfall over the

AUS monsoon region is mainly concentrated over the southern

Indonesian archipelago to the north of the anticyclone. This

result is different from the CMIP5 projection, which showed an

increase of northern Australian precipitation while Indonesian

precipitation change is uncertain (Jourdain et al. 2013). The

circulation pattern changes over the southern Atlantic tend to

enhance the precipitation over southeastern SouthAmerica, but

the anticyclonic anomaly overAmazon tends to reduce the local

rainfall, which is in agreement with previous results (Seth et al.

2010). For the SAF monsoon region, more rainfall exhibits over

the northern part of the SAF region, which corresponds to a

local cyclonic trough. The meridional dipolar distribution of

LMP changes in the three SH regional monsoons are generally

consistent with the circulation changes.

5. Attribution of future change and sources of projected
uncertainty

a. Critical roles of the circulation changes in changing
regional monsoon precipitation
The processes that influence the future change of regional

monsoon rainfall under anthropogenic forcing are complex.

However, the principle of moisture conservation provides a

simple framework to decipher complex processes. Moisture

conservation requires, on a time scale of monthly or longer,

precipitation being approximately balanced by the horizontal

and vertical moisture advection plus surface evaporation [Eq.

(5) in section 2].

Figure 13 shows the estimated contributions of the vertical

and horizontal moisture advection and surface evaporation

to the area-averaged summer LMP change (the 2065–2100

mean minus the 1979–2014 mean) for each monsoon region.

In general, the area-averaged horizontal moisture advection

(hVh �=qi) plays a negligible role (less than 0.1 mm day21) in

all monsoon regions except in NAM (20.2 mm day21) and

EA (0.2 mm day21) where the moisture flux is dominated

by northerly and southerly flow, respectively (Fig. 12).

Meanwhile, the enhanced evaporation contributes to a

moderate increase (by about 0.05–0.15 mm day21) in all re-

gional monsoons except EA (0.25 mm day21), where surface

evaporation has a considerable contribution. The enhanced

surface evaporation is mainly caused by the surface tem-

perature rise (one of the thermodynamic effects), which can

reduce the near-surface air relative humidity (Fasullo 2012).

Relative humidity over land reduces more than over the

ocean as the land warms more than the ocean (Meehl et al.

2007). Note that the changes of the vertical moisture ad-

vection [hv(›q/›p)i] play a dominant role in all regional

monsoons except AUS and SAM, where the summer LMP

has no significant change (Fig. 8a). The diagnosed regional

summer land monsoon precipitation changes are in good

agreement with the counterparts projected by the 24MME,

although the diagnosis slightly overestimates the projected

rainfall amount.

Given the minor contributions of the evaporation and hor-

izontal moisture advection in most monsoon regions, the

moisture conservation equation can be further simplified to

Eq. (6) in section 2 after a two-layer approximation of the

troposphere is made. Equation (6) indicates that a regionally

averaged monthly or seasonal mean precipitation may be ap-

proximated by the product of upward motion (2v500) and the

specific humidity at 850 hPa (q850) with proper scaling.

Figure 14 serves to test the above approximation. Indeed,

the estimated precipitation by 2v500q850 is highly correlated

with the precipitation simulated by the 24MME for each re-

gional monsoon as indicated by the correlation coefficients

ranging from 0.90 to 0.97 and small RMSEs during 2015–2100,

suggesting that Eq. (6) is a reasonable approximation. The

systematic underestimation in EA with the highest RMSE is

due to the neglect of the significant contributions from surface

evaporation and horizontal advection (Fig. 13). Note also that

the changes in the regional mean ascents shown in Fig. 14 are

generally in good agreement with the corresponding changes

of the regional monsoon circulation indices except the NAF

(Fig. 11). This agreement suggests that the low-level circulation

indices, which mainly reflect the low-level shear vorticity of

zonal winds (Table 3), also reflect the midtropospheric vertical

motion except for the NAF where the circulation index is de-

fined by westerly itself.

There is no doubt that the increasing humidity contributes

to increasing monsoon precipitation; however, the humidity

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the projected standard deviation of the

land monsoon precipitation sensitivity (% 8C21).
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changes unlikely account for the differences in the regional

monsoon precipitation changes. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that

the 850-hPa specific humidity will increase by about 15%–20%

by the end of the twenty-first century, implying an increase by

about 7% per degree of global warming following the Clausius–

Clapeyron equation (Held and Soden 2006). However, the in-

creasing specific humidity in all regional summermonsoon tends

to be similar. Therefore, the uniform increasing specific hu-

midity in all regional monsoons cannot explain the markedly

different precipitation changes, and the circulation change must

be the fundamental causes of the different LMP changes in

various regional monsoons (Endo and Kitoh 2014).

b. Mechanisms of future change and sources of uncertainty
revealed by the intermodel spread

Analysis of the intermodel spread can shed physical insights

into the mechanisms governing the regional monsoon change

and the sources of the projected uncertainty, as demonstrated

by Wang et al. (2020b) for the NH and SH monsoon precipi-

tation. Here we examine NH regional monsoon changes

through analysis of the intermodel spreads.

Over northern Africa, the models that project a higher increase

in NAF land monsoon precipitation correspond to a greater in-

crease in the Saharan and the adjacent North Atlantic surface air

temperaturewith r5 0.68 (p, 0.01) (Fig. 15a). Thus, the enhanced

NAF LMP in the future may be attributed to the Saharan and

adjacent North Atlantic warming. The Saharan warming favors an

enhanced Sahara low pressure and increases thewesterlymonsoon.

The North Atlantic warming can increase the meridional pressure

gradients in the Atlantic Ocean and enhance the northward cross-

equatorial flows toward northern Africa. The uncertainties in the

models’ projected North Atlantic SST and Saharan surface air

temperature changes may cause the projected uncertainty in the

NAF LMP.

FIG. 10. Projected changes in the leading EOF modes of the interannual variations of the monsoon-year precipitation (mmday21) for

each regional monsoon. Shown are the spatial patterns of the EOF1mode derived from the historical run and SSP2–4.5 run. The PCC and

NRMSE are between the historical experiment and SSP2–4.5 experiment.
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Figure 15b shows the analysis results for Asian land

monsoon (including both the SA and EA), which suggests

that the models that project higher increases in Asian land

monsoon precipitation correspond to a sharper land–

ocean thermal contrast between the Eurasian continent

and adjacent Indian and Pacific Oceans in the Eastern

Hemisphere (r 5 0.78, p , 0.01). The results have twofold

implications. On the one hand, themultimodel physics suggests

that future change of Asian land monsoon precipitation

is likely enhanced by the GHG forcing–induced ‘‘land

warmer than ocean’’ temperature pattern that strengthens

the Asian monsoon circulation (Endo et al. 2018). On the

other hand, the intermodel spreads suggest that the un-

certainties in the models’ projected land–ocean thermal

contrast can cause the projected uncertainty in Asian

LMP change.

The enhanced land–ocean thermal contrast in the future will

favor increasingAsian–NorthAfricanmonsoons but not North

American monsoons, where the Central American land bridge

is surrounded by vast oceans. Thus, the east–west asym-

metry in the NH monsoon response is only partially at-

tributed to the GHG-forced pattern of land warmer than

ocean as it does not explain the reduced total precipitation

over the NAM. However, we find a linkage between the

projected NAM total summer rainfall and the equatorial

central Pacific SST with r 5 20.54 (p , 0.01) (Fig. 15c).

The model with a drier NAM features a warmer equatorial

central Pacific, suggesting that projected future warming

in the equatorial central Pacific may be responsible for

reduced NAM precipitation. Physically, this linkage re-

sembles what happens during an El Niño event (Magaña
et al. 2003). The result in Fig. 15c also suggests that the

uncertainties in the models’ projected equatorial Pacific

SST change would induce uncertainty in NAM summer

monsoon precipitation.

It is speculated that over South America, Australia, and

southern Africa, the effect of the projected increase in local

land–ocean thermal contrast is largely offset by the opposing

remote effects of the NH warming more than the SH, so that

the SH regional monsoons show an inhomogeneous sum-

mer rainfall pattern and the total LMP tends to be slightly

increased.

6. Conclusions and discussion
The future changes of land monsoon precipitation are in-

vestigated with 24 coupled models that participated in CMIP6.

We designed four metrics for evaluation of the models’ per-

formance: summer mean precipitation, monsoon intensity, the

EOF1 mode of the monsoon-year precipitation, and the stan-

dard deviation of summer mean precipitation. The models

capture the monsoon rainfall climatology more realistically

than its variability (Fig. 2); however, the summer mean

rainfall is overproduced in the WNP and shows the largest

pattern errors in AUS and SAM. The monsoon intensity is

simulated better in four strong monsoon regions (SA, NAF,

AUS, and SAF) than in four weak monsoon regions (EA,

NAM, SAM, and WNP) (Fig. 3). The interannual variability

is commonly overestimated, especially over AUS, SA, SAF,

and WNP, where the variances over the ocean and adjacent

regions are considerably overestimated (Fig. 4). The spatial

patterns of the EOF1 of year-to-year variations are generally

realistic except for NAF (Fig. 5). The relationships between

ENSO and regional monsoon EOF1 are captured reasonably

well for most regional monsoons except for the SA and per-

haps NAF monsoons (Table 2). The overall skill scores

are relatively low over AUS, NAF, and WNP, mainly due

to poorly simulated interannual variability, suggesting the

models’ common weaknesses in these regions (Fig. 7a).

The failure in the simulation of the ENSO–SAM relationship

could underestimate the negative impact of the model

projected El Niño–like warming on the projected SA LMP.

The identified common problems in the simulation of regional

monsoons point to the targets for future model improvement.

Under the SSP2–4.5 warming scenario, the CMIP6 models’

projected changes of the regional monsoons are summarized as

follows.

1) The projected summer mean LMP over SA will very likely

increase, and the EA, NAF, and WNP summer rainfall will

likely increase, but the NAM LMP will likely decrease

(Fig. 8a). The highest summer precipitation sensitivity is

seen in EA (4.6% 8C21) and SA (4.1% 8C21). The projected

annual mean rainfall changes over SH monsoon regions

(i.e., AUS, SAF, and SAM) are neutral (Fig. 8c). In the NH,

the summer precipitation changes dominate the annual

TABLE 3. Definition of the regional summermonsoon circulation indices and their correlation coefficients (CCs) with the corresponding

regional summer land monsoon precipitation indices for the period 1979–2014 derived from the observation (GPCP and ERA-Interim).

The precipitation indices are defined by the local summer land precipitation averaged over the regions shown in the green shading in Fig. 1.

The correlation coefficients were computed using monthly time series (140 summer months) [June–September (JJAS) in the NH (1979–

2013) and December–March (DJFM) in the SH (1979/80–2013/14].

Region Definition of the circulation index JJAS monthly

NAF U850 (08–158N, 308W–308E) 0.65

SA U850 (108–208N, 408–808E) minus U850 (258–32.58N, 758–908E) 0.63

EA V850 (208–458N, 1108–1308E) 0.71

WNP U850 (58–158N, 1008–1308E) minus U850 (208–358N, 1108–1408E) 0.83

NAM U850 (58–158N, 1208–808W) minus U850 (208–308N, 1108–808W) 0.71

SAF U700 (58–158S, 108–308E) minus U700 (22.58–308S, 158–358E) 0.63

AUS U850 (08–158S, 908–1308E) minus U850 (208–308S, 1008–1408E) 0.82

SAM U850 (58–158S, 708–408W) minus U850 (22.58–308S, 608–408W) 0.77
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mean changes, but in the SH the summer and winter pre-

cipitation changes are in opposite directions, contributing

to the insignificant change in the annual mean precipitation.

Note that the SH regional LMP during winter will all be

suppressed in the future, which is consistent with the sig-

nificant increase in the NH summer LMP, suggesting an

NH–SH linkage thorough the Hadley circulation.

2) The projected interannual variability of the seasonal and

annual mean precipitation tends to follow those of the

corresponding mean LMP changes except for the NAM;

however, these changes are likely insignificant due to large

uncertainties. The summer LMP variability will likely

increase only over SAF and SAM (Fig. 9).

3) The projected spatial patterns and variance of the leading

modes of the monsoon-year precipitation will not change in

all regional monsoons (Fig. 10). However, the projected

ENSO-regional LMP relationship will be enhanced over

SA and perhaps SAF and SAM, but basically unchanged in

other regions (Table 2).

4) The projected lower tropospheric summer circulation

changes show significant declining trends in NAM, AUS,

and SAF and an increasing trend in NAF (Fig. 11). The

decreasing (increasing) trends are consistent with the

low-level anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation changes (Fig. 12).

The monsoon circulation indices exhibit slightly increas-

ing trends over SA and EA, but they are not statistically

significant.

5) The projected summer LMP over the NH regional mon-

soons (EA, SA, NAF, and NAM) are generally homoge-

neous (Fig. 12), which is consistent with the corresponding

lower tropospheric circulation changes: cyclonic circulation

changes in Asia and NAF correspond to increased rainfall,

and the anticyclonic circulation change in NAM corre-

sponds to decreased rainfall. However, in SH monsoon re-

gions, the summer rainfall changes tend to show a north–south

dipolar pattern (e.g., AUS, SAF, and SAM), which are also

consistent with the corresponding circulation change patterns.

What drives the future changes of the regional monsoon pre-

cipitation? Our study suggests the following conclusions.

1) Moisture conservation analysis indicates that, in all regional

monsoons, the LMP change is dominated by the changes of

the vertical moisture advection [hv(›q/›p)i]. In contrast,

the horizontal moisture advection (hVh � =qi) is generally
negligibly small, and the surface evaporation contributes

to a moderate increase (Fig. 13).

FIG. 11. Present to future change of the summer monsoon circulation indices in eight monsoon regions.

The time series are obtained from the CMIP6 24 models’ MME for the historical run period (1979–2014)

and the SSP2–4.5 run period (2015–2100). The zero line is determined by the present-day (1979–2014)

climatology and the time series are the anomalies against the present-day climatology. The MME’s un-

certainty for mean monsoon circulation is represented by one standard deviation of the individual model’s

departure from the 24MME. A 5-yr moving averaging was applied to all time series. The two numbers in

each panel are the climatological mean over 1979–2014 and 2065–2100, separately.
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2) The regionally averaged summer LMP can be well approx-

imated by the product of upward motion (2v500) and the

specific humidity at 850 hPa (q850) in all regions (Fig. 14). The

underestimation in EA is due to the neglect of evaporation,

which accounts for a significant contribution (Fig. 13).

3) Specific humidity in all regional monsoons tends to increase

at a similar rate of about 7% 8C21 (Fig. 14). Therefore, it

cannot explain the regional differences. It is the circulation

change that is responsible for the marked differences in the

LMP change among various regional monsoons (Fig. 14).

FIG. 13. Moisture budget of the local summer land monsoon precipitation change (the

2065–2100 mean relative to the 1979–2014 mean) in each monsoon region based on the area-

averaged moisture conservation Eq. (5). The change and each component are estimated

based on the CMIP6 24MME. Yellow, light blue, light pink, orange, and green bars denote

the horizontal moisture advection changes (2hVh � =qi0), evaporation changes (E0), vertical
moisture convergence changes (2hvqi0), the diagnosed precipitation changes (DP0), and the

simulated precipitation changes (DP), respectively; E and P are the surface evaporation and

precipitation, q is the 850-hPa specific humidity, Vh is the 850-hPa wind vectors, and v is the

500-hPa vertical pressure velocity.

FIG. 12. Spatial patterns of the summer (JJAS in NH and DJFM in SH) 850-hPa winds (vectors; m s21) and precipitation (shading;

mmday21): (a1)–(f1) Climatological mean in the CMIP6 24MME and (a2)–(f2) future change (2065–2100 relative to 1979–2014). Note

that thewinds over the SAF region are an exception at 700 hPa to lessen the influence of topography. The shading areas in (a2)–(f2) denote

precipitation changes significant at the 66% confidence level; the stippled areas denote precipitation changes significant at the 95%

confidence level using a two-tailed Student’s t test.
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4) The intermodel spread analysis offers physical insights into

the mechanisms by which the circulation changes lead to

the regional monsoon precipitation changes. It is shown

that the GHGs forcing-induced ‘‘land warmer than ocean’’

temperature pattern strengthens the Asian monsoon cir-

culation, thus enhances Asian LMP (Fig. 15b). The GHGs

forcing-induced ‘‘warm Sahara andNorthAtlantic’’ pattern

may enhance the NAF LMP (Fig. 15a). The future reduc-

tion of the NAM total summer rainfall is significantly linked

to the models’ projected equatorial central Pacific warming

(Fig. 15c).

5) The intermodel spread analysis suggests that the models’

biases in projected land–sea thermal contrast likely con-

tribute to the models’ uncertainties in the projected Asian

andNorthAfricanmonsoon rainfall changes, and the biases

in projected equatorial Pacific and North Atlantic SST

changes may be sources of uncertainties in the projected

North American and northern African monsoons.

The present study challenges the conventional view that the

greenhouse gas (GHG)-induced thermodynamic effect (in-

creasing moisture) plays a major role in monsoon rainfall

change (e.g., Hsu et al. 2013; Seager et al. 2010). We argue that

the GHG-induced thermodynamic effects not only increase

atmospheric moisture content that tends to increase precipi-

tation, but also stabilize the atmosphere by its top-heavy

heating, reducing convection mass flux and precipitation

(Chadwick et al. 2016; Bony et al. 2013; Vecchi and Soden

2007). These two aspects of thermodynamic effects tend to

offset each other. As demonstrated in Wang et al. (2020b), the

GHG radiative forcing induces horizontally nonuniform warming

characterized by ‘‘NH warmer than SH’’ and ‘‘land warmer than

ocean’’ patterns, as well as tropical SST gradients. Note that in

summer monsoon regions, the increased specific humidity and

atmospheric static stability are homogeneous across all regional

monsoons, suggesting that the thermodynamic effects do not ex-

plain the significant different responses of the regional monsoons.

It is the response of the coupled climate system to GHG forcing

that generates these nonuniform heating distributions, which

drives the future changes of the circulation and determines the

different response of the regional monsoon precipitation.

Note that the CMIP6 projections for the monsoon change

generally agree with the CMIP5 results. However, there are

several differences. 1) The monsoon precipitation sensitivities

projected by the CMIP6 is systematically lower than the

FIG. 14. Transient responses of the 850-hPa q (specific humidity; red lines), 500-hPa ascent v (the negative vertical pressure velocity at

500 hPa), product of 850-hPa q and 500-hPa v (the diagnosed precipitation; blue line), and the simulated precipitation (green line)

obtained from the 24MME for the historical run period (1979–2014) and the SSP2–4.5 run period (2015–2100) in each regional monsoon.

The q and v are shown in percentage changes, i.e., the anomalies normalized by its corresponding mean during 1979–2014. The diagnosed

and simulated precipitation (mmday21) are anomalies with reference to their correspondingmean values during 1979–2014. The PCC and

RMSE in the top-right corners are between diagnosed and simulated precipitation. A 5-yr moving average was applied to all time series.
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CMIP5 projection shown by Lee and Wang (2014), but the

decrease may not be significant given the large intermodel

spread. 2) In the CMIP6 projection, the northern African

wetting is stronger and the Venezuelan monsoon drying is

weaker than shown in the CMIP5 projections. 3) The CMIP6

projects no change over the northern and southeast Australia,

but the CMIP5 model suggests an increase of northern

Australian precipitation (Jourdain et al. 2013). 4) The circu-

lation change over the SA monsoon features a slightly in-

creasing trend in CMIP6, which seems different from that

projected by the CMIP5 (Wang et al. 2014).

The model bias in simulated mean precipitation and vari-

ability can potentially increase the projected uncertainties. The

largest bias in the simulated mean precipitation is found over

the WNP (Figs. 2 and 3), which has been a well-known weak-

ness of the models since CMIP3 (Sperber et al. 2013). Since

mean precipitation sensitivity is a major target of our analysis,

we would suggest that the projected WNP rainfall is less reli-

able given such a poor historical simulation. Biases in the

simulated variability could amplify uncertainties in future

projections (Wang et al. 2020a). The intermodel spread anal-

ysis shows that regional SST and land–ocean thermal contrast

have considerable influence on regional LMP projection. For

instance, models that project a warm eastern Pacific tend to

project a drying NAM (Fig. 15c). Therefore, models’ biases in

simulated SST could induce uncertainty in the projected surface

warming patterns and thus the regional LMP.However, we did not

evaluate the models’ bias in SST partly because many previous

studies have focused on the analysis of SST bias and its impact on

future projected SST pattern, including the cold-tongue bias in the

tropical eastern Pacific (Chen and Zhou 2015; Ying et al. 2019;

Seager et al. 2019) and the cold bias beneath underestimated ma-

rine stratocumulus, which can induce a large land–sea thermal

contrast in the future (Nam et al. 2012). For details, readers are

referred to a recent review paper (Wang et al. 2020a).
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